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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization plans to outsource its customer relationship
management (CRM) to a third-party service provider. Which of
the following should the organization do FIRST?
A. Perform a security assessment to detect security
vulnerabilities.
B. Request that the third-party provider perform background
checks on their employees.
C. Audit the third-party provider to evaluate their security
controls.
D. Perform an internal risk assessment to determine needed
controls.
Answer: D
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
An internal risk assessment should be performed to identify the
risk and determine needed controls. A background check should
be a standard requirement for the service provider. Audit
objectives should be determined from the risk assessment
results. Security assessment does not cover the operational
risks.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. What is the meaning of the given error
massage?
A. Ike is disable on the remote peer
B. The pre-shared keys are mismatched
C. The mirrored crypto ACLs are mismatched
D. The PFS group are mismatched
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer is creating a system backup on a Cisco VCS. Which
two options describe characteristics of Cisco VCS backups?
(Choose two.)
A. The backup can be sent to additional servers in the cluster.
B. The backup is stored in Cisco TMS.
C. The backup is valid for 30 days.
D. The backup can be encrypted with a password.
E. The backup can be sent to the remote SFTP server.
F. The backup is only downloadable locally.
Answer: D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your customer's project managers are at a very low level of
skill/maturity. Your scope of work includes the creation and
management of schedule standards, usage of work products and
documents, and schedule-variance tracking to improve estimation
processes. Work out of scope includes risk and issue
management. You have decided to modify a user-interface view
for the project managers.
Where do you remove access to risk and issue management?
A. Remove Risk and Issues licenses.
B. Remove Risk and Issues from the Protects section.
C. Remove Risk and Issues from the global security profile.
D. Remove the Risks and Issues portlets from dashboards.

Answer: D
Explanation:
We remove these two specific portlets (Risk, Issues) for the
Dashboards which are used by the Project Managers.
Note:
*Dashboards are created with up to 12 windows of data called
Portlets
*Dashboards build upon those analysis tools and present project
and portfolio information in a way that is easy to set up and
use. These dashboards can be customized and assigned so that
specific users or groups of users can see the same information
when they log into the system. Dashboards can be configured to
suit individual needs or literally get everyone on the same
page.
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